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 Identity in Flux, Destination Uncertain:
 Montenegro During and After the Yugoslav Wars

 Tom Gallagher

 Montenegro's political evolution since the mid-1990s undermines the stereo
 typical view that disputes over nationality and territory in the Balkans are
 bound to end in violence. Montenegro's case also shows that ethnic identity
 is fluid rather than fixed in large parts of the region. Its bid for indepen
 dence appears to be heavily dependent on the way that disputes between the
 Atlantic democracies and Serbia are resolved. Montenegro has formidable
 handicaps to overcome if it is to sever its constitutional links with Serbia
 and embrace full statehood. It is hard to see how this can be accomplished
 without international economic backing.
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 The successive conflicts that led to the collapse of the Yugoslav
 federation between 1987 and 1992 have popularized the view that the politics
 of ethnic antagonism shape the actions of both elites and masses in the ter
 ritories and states making up the Balkan peninsula of Southeastern Europe.

 A number of assumptions about Yugoslavia that emerged in the
 troubled years after the death of its ruler, Josip Broz Tito, in 1980 have en
 joyed particular favour with external policy-makers, media commentators,
 and even academic analysts.

 (1) The apparent ease with which ethnic conflicts antedating the comm
 unist era could be revived and given a new intensity has popularized
 the view that Yugoslavia is in the grip of "ancient ethnic hatreds."1

 (2) The inability of moderates committed to interethnic accommo
 dation to prevail over radicals in crises with an ethnic dimension
 appears to be part of a Yugoslav or even Balkan syndrome.
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 The antagonism between Serbs and Croats that ignited the first
 protracted warfare in contemporary Yugoslavia has reinforced "the ancient
 ethnic hatreds" argument even though the rivalry between the two most
 numerous South Slav peoples does not date much beyond the 1920s and
 the era of Royal Yugoslavia. In the 1990s, the ability of Slobodan Milosevic
 and Franjo Tudjman, radical leaders with expansionist goals, to remain in
 power and sideline moderate alternatives in Serbia and Croatia was bound
 to influence external perceptions of the region. Moderate parties opposed
 to the strategy of building ethnically pure states were rejected in succes
 sive Serbian and Croatian elections. This appeared to suggest that the basic
 political standards of a majority of Serbs and Croats reflected those of the
 authoritarian leaders who ruled over them.

 Croatia and Serbia face an uncertain future at the dawn of a new century
 thanks to the crushing defeat of Tudjman's movement following his death
 in December 1999 and the postelectoral uprising in Serbia which forced

 Milosevic to step down on 6 October 2000.1 suggest that fresh analytical tools
 are needed to assess their politics. But already, in the 1990s, the experience of
 other parts of Yugoslavia indicates that the strength of ethnic hardliners and
 the readiness of electors to endorse them in free or manipulated elections

 may have been exaggerated.
 In 1990 voters in Macedonia endorsed Kiro Gligorov, a former senior

 communist official committed to Tito's formula for ethnic power sharing.
 Gligorov managed to preserve interethnic peace and prevent Macedonia
 from being suborned by neighbours ambivalent or hostile to its emergence
 as an independent state.

 Not until the Kosovo crisis of the 1990s was far advanced did it be
 come clear that Montenegro might also be rejecting the strategy of expan
 sionary nationalism which had devastated much of Yugoslavia in previous
 years. Montenegro has been the junior partner in the Serbian-dominated
 Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) since 1992. Its leadership, based in
 Podgorica, Montenegro's capital, had acquiesced in Milosevic's bid to es
 tablish Serbian hegemony over much of Yugoslavia in the early 1990s. But
 domineering Serbian nationalism brought few benefits and many disadvan
 tages for Montenegro and a reciprocal Montenegrin nationalism gradually
 gathered strength. In 1997, disenchanted former allies of Milosevic formed
 a new coalition designed to extricate Montenegro from the conflict and nor
 malize relations with the Atlantic democracies whose goodwill was seen as
 necessary for the economic recovery of Montenegro.

 Ethnic identity is fluid rather than fixed in many parts of the Balkans.
 Those who insist that Serbs were coethnics of Montenegrins or else closely
 related to them in terms of kinship and that Montenegrin government policy
 ought to reflect such ethnic consistency, found themselves on the defensive
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 before forces asserting a primary Montenegrin identity. Such an identity had
 been eclipsed since 1918 when the kingdom of Montenegro was absorbed
 in the newly created Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (renamed

 Yugoslavia in 1929). In his rise to power, Slobodan Milosevic had little diffi
 culty in pressing Montenegro to join what was commonly viewed in the rest
 of Yugoslavia as a bid to recreate a pan-Serbian state. Milosevic is just one
 of many residents of Serbia of Montenegrin extraction.2 But the sense of
 a common fate wore thin in the 1990s, as Serbia found itself on a collision
 course with the United States and its West European allies who, by 1995,
 were determined to halt the bloodshed for which the Serbian leader was

 viewed as primarily responsible.
 In 1997, amidst sharply divided loyalties, a transfer of power occurred

 from Milosevic's close ally in Montenegro, Momir Bulatovic to
 Milo Djukanovic, who was intent on asserting a "Montenegro First" policy.
 The fact that the partial removal of Montenegro from Belgrade's orbit was
 accompanied peacefully came as a surprise. It flew in the face of the region's
 image as a place where there was ready recourse to violence to settle polit
 ical differences. It was also at variance with Montenegro's image of being
 a militarized society where rivalry between powerful clans in rural areas or
 between proponents of independence or assimilation with Serbia was set
 tled with the gun. In the past, much of the violence was directed outwards
 at the Ottoman Empire and neighbours who, by serving this Muslim state,
 were seen as endangering the freedom of a Christian Orthodox people, pre
 cariously maintained since the 16th century. But in the 1990s Montenegro
 has defied the popular stereotype by promoting a policy toward its mainly
 Muslim minorities far more enlightened than that pursued by Serbia or in
 deed Croatia.

 This article will examine why the interests of Serbia and Montenegro
 have diverged in the 1990s and beyond and how deep the rift is between
 FRY's two component parts. It will also try to explain why deep-seated
 differences between rival power-centres have not spilled over into violence
 and it will look at how realistic are the prospects of Montenegro acquiring
 full statehood in the light of the experience of other subnational or regional
 groups which have sought to break away from a hitherto dominant state.

 BASIS FOR DISHARMONY

 The schism between Montenegro and its much larger partner in the
 Yugoslav Federation only slowly emerged. Arguably, it would not have
 arisen at all but for the failure of Milosevic to realize his goal of includ
 ing all Serbs in a smaller version of Yugoslavia that comprised the territory
 of other republics as well as Serbia and Montenegro.
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 In January 1989, the leadership of the Montenegrin government and the
 communist party was toppled easily by demonstrators who were directed
 from Belgrade.3 The ease with which "pan-Serb" forces prevailed suggested
 that the formula of the communist federal era, where Serbs and Montene
 grins were two separate peoples whose distinctiveness needed to be ex
 pressed territorially, was "artificial and politically motivated."4 In December
 1990, the local communists easily swept to victory in multiparty elections,
 becoming soon afterwards the Democratic Party of Socialists (Demokratska
 Partija Socijalista [DPS]). The two figures who would dominate Montenegrin
 politics, first as close allies and then as increasingly bitter rivals, were already
 to the fore in politics: Momir Bulatovic, president of Montenegro from 1989
 to 1997, and Milo Djukanovic, prime minister during the same period. They
 were young and ambitious officials who rode to power on the back of the
 "anti-bureaucratic revolution" Milosevic mounted against older colleagues
 identified with the elaborate forms of federalism seen as increasingly un

 workable by many in Serbia and Montenegro by the late 1980s.5 But to
 categorize Bulatovic as the perennial vassal of Belgrade and the more am
 bitious and politically adept Djukanovic as "the young turk" seeking his
 moment to pursue a separate Montenegrin agenda, does not do justice to
 the complex and fluid situation of the early 1990s, when the behavior of lo
 cal political players fluctuated in the face of the violence tearing Yugoslavia
 asunder.

 There is no evidence to show that Premier Djukanovic impeded the
 actions of reservists in the Montenegrin territorial defense units that occu
 pied the rich agricultural lands between the Montenegrin border and the
 Croatian port of Dubrovnik in late 1991, leaving heavy damage in their
 wake.6 The refusal of over 600 Montenegrin soldiers to fight in a war that,
 like so much of the fighting in post-1991 Yugoslavia, was directed mainly
 against civilians indicates the lack of enthusiasm for it felt in large parts of

 Montenegro.7 After a ceasefire brokered by United Nations mediator Cyrus
 Vance in early February 1992, Montenegrin forces quickly withdrew from
 Croatian soil. Later in the same month, at a rally in Montenegro's old royal
 capital, Cetinje, it was reported by Monitor, a weekly that offered a liberal

 Montenegrin perspective on events through the 1990s, that "from thousands
 of throats came the cry: 'Dubrovnik, forgive us!"8

 In October 1991, President Bulatovic had broken ranks with Serbia
 and identified with the other four republics in backing the proposal of Lord
 Carrington, the European Union peace envoy, for a loose confederation
 of six sovereign and independent republics.9 Under extreme pressure from

 Milosevic, he soon fell into line and, perhaps on seeing how reluctant the
 international community was to move against Milosevic, he decided to fully
 throw in his lot thereafter with the Serbian leader.
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 Misgivings about identifying with a strategy of internal warfare in
 Yugoslavia whose chances of success receded after the failure of Serbia
 to achieve most of its military goals in 1991-92 inevitably mounted. The
 sanctions imposed on FRY by the international community in some ways
 had a worse effect on Montenegro than on Serbia. The former's commu
 nications links with Italy were severed and much of its tourist trade was
 destroyed. Unemployment quickly rose and Montenegro found itself in
 creasingly dependent on Serbia for its economic survival. The 1995 Day
 ton peace agreement confirmed the failure of Milosevic's bold nationalist
 strategy, at least where Bosnia and Croatia were concerned. Djukanovic
 was reported as saying in May 1999 that "Whenever Mr Milosevic starts
 defending Serbian national interests... all they leave behind are Serbian
 graveyards."10 Milosevic's debacle was followed by an upsurge of opposition
 protest in Serbia during the winter of 1996-97.

 In Montenegro, the disenchantment with Belgrade politics was shown
 by a growing rift within the DPS. A section of the elite now wanted a future
 for itself separate from a Serbia ruled by Milosevic. In 1993, the proposal to
 abolish the republican ministries of Defence, Foreign Affairs, and External
 Economic Relations and replace them with unified federal ministries had
 to be dropped in the face strong opposition in Montenegro.11 Finally, the
 dissident tendency around Djukanovic prevailed by the narrowest of margins
 in a bitterly contested presidential election held in two stages in December
 1997. Djukanovic assembled a coalition which included ethnic minorities and
 advocates of independence. More importantly, he enjoyed sufficient support
 from local officials and, crucially, the police force to overcome attempts by
 his defeated rival to prevent his inauguration from going ahead in January
 1998. Henceforth, the DPS headed a coalition called For A Better Life (Da
 Zivimo Bolje [DZB])

 Milosevic was suddenly confronted by a previously docile junior part
 ner determined to carve out its own destiny. On 3 April 1998, Djukanovic
 described the Serbian President in the following terms: "His only project
 is to isolate us even more from the world, and chained by the burden of
 sanctions, we will surely sink to the bottom."12 The limits of Milosevic's
 power over Montenegro were shown during the 1999 Kosovo conflict, which
 Montenegro successfully stayed out of. By now the FRY existed on
 Montenegrin soil only through its army (the VJ) which had effectively been
 Serbianized, or in a few institutions completely under the control of the
 larger federal partner.13 The break between the rival elites in Podgorica
 and Belgrade widened even further on 6 July 2000 when Milosevic forced
 through changes to the 1992 FRY constitution. Neither the Montenegrin
 parliament nor government were consulted before the changes were submit
 ted to the Federal Assembly. Under the new proposals, the Federal President
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 was to be directly elected rather than appointed by Parliament. This excluded
 any meaningful input by Montenegrin citizens as they represented less than
 5 percent of the population of FRY. On 7 July the Montenegrin parliament
 denounced the changes in a vote of 36 to 18.14

 DE FACTO STATEHOOD

 By now Montenegro looked much more like a state than Bosnia or
 Macedonia had done in the early 1990s. Djukanovic and his allies gradu
 ally succeeded in taking over most of the functions previously exercised
 by the federal state which, by 2000, enjoyed a continuing presence only
 through the army and air-traffic control.15 The fact that Djukanovic built up
 a 20,000-strong force of loyal, motivated, and reasonably well-armed police
 personnel was probably crucial in enabling such a transfer of power to be
 accomplished.16 The existence of this proregime force enabled Montenegro
 to declare its neutrality during the Kosovo conflict, much to the chagrin of
 the Belgrade authorities. In November 1999, growing economic separation

 was underlined when a dual currency system was introduced, with both the
 Deutschmark and the Yugoslav dinar as legal tender.17 No monetary collapse
 or panic ensued and it was now easier for Montenegro to assume control over
 the regulation of customs at its borders and the collection of duties and taxes

 within them.18

 In the wake of the Kosovo conflict, a wide variety of meetings with top
 international officials such as the US Secretary of State, various EU Foreign

 ministers, and the EU Commissioner for Foreign Affairs also strengthened
 Montenegro's position. None of them conferred sovereignty on Montenegro,
 but they did indicate that the international community viewed Montenegro
 as having a distinct legal personality separate from the FRY.19 A further in
 ternational breakthrough occurred in the summer of 2000 when Montenegro
 created a mission to the UN. that has been informally recognised by some

 Western members of the Security Council. On 24 June Branko Lukovac
 addressed the UN. Security Council, asking that his country be allowed to
 represent its own interests in the world body.20

 In August 1999 Montenegro drafted a "platform document" that advo
 cated the transformation of the FRY from a joint-state into a loose union
 or commonwealth.21 The Podgorica government threatened to call a refer
 endum if the breach between the two federal units widened further, but
 while Milosevic was in charge, Djukanovic viewed a unilateral repudiation
 of the federation as very much a last resort. He was well aware that no con
 vincing majority existed for such a bold action, being constantly reminded
 of the presence of 14,000 VJ forces as well as the 7th military battalion, a
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 pro-Milosevic paramilitary force.22 So, at least until the momentous events in
 the autumn of 2000, the Djukanovic government hoped to resolve

 Montenegro's future status within Yugoslavia and its relationship with
 Serbia by political debate and agreement rather than by unilateral action.23

 So a twin-track policy of not provoking Belgrade, while asserting
 Montenegrin sovereignty, was pursued. A particularly good example of this
 approach came in July 2000 when the justice minister refused to accept the
 FRY electoral laws because of the "illegal and undemocratic" way in which
 they had been adopted.24 Nevertheless, on 24 September, the day of voting,
 no attempt was made to halt the elections, although no government buildings
 were made available for polling.

 The nationally minded wing of the Montenegrin elite has also strength
 ened its position by pursuing policies toward its minorities and also its
 neighbours at variance with those of Serbia. Efforts to pacify interethnic
 relations in some respects preceded the political changeover of 1998. In
 1993, when Serbia tightened requirements for refugees, Montenegro con
 tinued to receive them at a time when they already comprised 10 percent
 of the population.25 Five parliamentary seats are reserved for the small
 Albanian minority (6.57 percent of the population, according to the 1991
 census). Voters in 1998 gave three of them to Djukanovic's DPS; the smaller
 Bosnian minority also usually votes for the DPS. It was assumed that both
 groups were for Djukanovic largely because they feared the alternative.26

 Djukanovic has also sought to mend fences with neighbours. On 24
 June 2000 when Djukanovic met with the new Croatian President, Stipe
 Mesic in the Croatian town of Cavtat, he issued an apology for the role
 of Montenegrin forces active on Croatian soil in 1991-92.27 Croatia knows
 it needs a stable Montenegro to help revive the tourist economy that is
 crucial for the Dubrovnik area. Slovenia has also been friendly, with its
 President, Milan Kucan, participating in a summit with the Czech, Croatian,
 and Montenegrin presidents in Dubrovnik in July.

 During the buildup to the Kosovo war, Djukanovic advocated a restora
 tion of autonomy to the province and he noted with disapproval the
 repressive character of the police regime exercised there by Belgrade.28 But

 Montenegro has opposed outright independence for Kosovo, fearing that it
 might lead to a more general revision of borders which would harm what
 used to be the smallest republic in the old Yugoslav federation.

 The United States has emphasised rather vague security guarantees
 for Montenegro (with Serbia seen as the most obvious security threat), but
 concrete economic assistance has come mainly from the European Union.
 Aid has been designed to act as a budget support and to overcome the trade
 blockade mounted by Serbia in 1999. The EU also emphasized structural
 reforms; Javier Solana, the EU foreign affairs and security commissioner,
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 indicated in June 2000 that a loan of 50 million ecu was soon to be released for

 infrastructural projects.29 Such support from Western states was instrumental
 and short-term, its flow depending on the degree of threat Milosevic poses
 to European security and the degree of risk that Montenegro is prepared to
 incur in defying him.

 OBSTACLES TO NATION-BUILDING

 Given the discrepancy in size between the two units of the FRY,
 Montenegro has certainly achieved a great deal in asserting its own state
 building agenda against a strong and predatory neighbor with which it has
 been locked in an increasingly loveless political union. But both the history
 of Montenegro and the role ethnicity has played in its political development
 are likely to make any concerted bid to establish a fully independent state
 fraught with difficulty.

 A poll carried out in December 1999 found that 36.1 percent of the
 people support independence, 28 percent support strong federal ties with
 Serbia, 22.5 percent support the government's 1999 call for a loose confed
 eration, and 5.5 percent want unity with Serbia.30 With not much more than
 one-third of respondents favoring independence, support for a complete
 break with Serbia falls far short of the outright majority usually felt to be
 necessary in order to neutralize the internal and external adversaries of a
 future Montenegrin state.

 Advocates of independence, whose political voice is the Liberal
 Alliance of Montenegro, frequently emphasize the existence of a
 Montenegrin state in medieval times. A Montenegrin political entity
 emerged in 1386 that survived until 1421, and from 1516 to 1852 Montenegro
 was a theocratic state ruled by a prince-bishop.31 Separatists gain consola
 tion from the fact that Montenegro was the only local state to successfully
 defy Ottoman rule. It is not infrequently pointed out that by the time a
 Serbian state began to emerge in the 1800s, a Montenegrin one (although
 comprising only a small part of the present-day republic) had known over
 400 years of separate existence. Under the sixty-year rule of Prince (af
 ter 1910, King) Nikola, Montenegro extended its territory and enjoyed the
 diplomatic recognition, and sometimes the close attention, of the European
 powers. Montenegro's admittedly minor role in European politics was also
 enhanced by the success of the king in marrying his daughters into various
 European royal families.32

 In October 1989 the remains of King Nikola were returned to
 Montenegro for reburial amid massive popular demonstrations.33 Histori
 cal memory of a separate existence from a larger neighboring state has been
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 a powerful motor stimulating nationalism in different parts of the former
 Soviet bloc. In the Baltic republics, memories of prewar independence were
 successfully invoked by the nationalist movements that sprang up in the
 late 1980s and which, in a short space of time, managed to detach Estonia,
 Latvia, and Lithuania from the Soviet Union. But despite the presence of
 large Russian minorities, the Baltic peoples felt themselves to be ethnically
 distinct from their Soviet Russian overlords, linguistic affinities were lacking,
 and there was no common history of voluntary peace-time cooperation and
 collaboration in wartime.

 By contrast, Serbia and Montenegro have enjoyed a common history
 during much of the twentieth century. This is a fraction of the time that
 Montenegro was an isolated mountain kingdom, but they were also decades
 in which the territory and its people were subjected to a modernizing process
 that has shaped the overall consciousness of perhaps most of its
 inhabitants.

 In 1918 Montenegro was absorbed by Serbia without undue difficulty
 when the latter became the driving force behind Royal Yugoslavia (1918-41).
 During the Second World War, even though internecine conflict erupted
 between proponents of a royal and communist Yugoslavia, Montenegro's
 involvement in the Partisan struggle against foreign occupation was signifi
 cant. During the communist era, Montenegrins actively participated in some
 of the key institutions of the federal state, above all the Communist party
 and the army. The central state provided opportunities for upward mobil
 ity for Montenegrins who would have found it hard to achieve professional
 fulfilment in their small and economically unpromising republic. According
 to one estimate, 147,466 Montenegrins lived in Serbia by the start of the
 1990s, 34 percent of the total population.34 The fear that this group could
 be manipulated by Serb unitarists into changing the electoral geography of
 Montenegro lay behind a new citizenship law in 1999 that stipulated that
 only individuals with ten years of residency in Montenegro qualify. It seeks
 to ban residents in Serbia from gaining Montengrin citizenship and thus
 voting in its elections.35

 The last census found that 9 percent of Montenegro's own population
 was comprised of Serbs but, probably the strongest attachment to a Federal
 Yugoslavia comes not from these Serbs but from Montenegrins who, possibly
 because of their family ties in Serbia or else their involvement with Yugoslav
 institutions, possess a pan-Yugoslav outlook. The Socialist People's Party
 (SNP) which possesses twenty-nine seats in parliament, compared to the

 DPS-led governing coalition's forty-two, is not mainly a Serbian party.36 What
 gives this dispute about political identity and options a bitter edge is that
 it is one waged by different factions of people who identify themselves as

 Montenegrins.37
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 Another obstacle in the way of making adherence to the Montenegrin
 nation a primary political impulse is the survival of traditional social cate
 gories. Montenegro is one of the last regions in Europe where clans, some
 times divided into antagonistic groups, have exercised a powerful hold.38
 In the past their enmity was expressed through blood feuds and although
 the frequency of those has greatly declined, the survival of such premodern
 forms of social organization does nothing to advance the emergence of a
 cohesive national outlook.39

 The absence of a Montenegrin language sufficiently different from that
 spoken by adjacent peoples is another obstacle preventing the growth of a
 clearcut national identity. In many parts of Eastern Europe, language revival
 campaigns seeking to improve the status of a mainly peasant tongue often
 were the catalyst for fully-fledged movements for national autonomy or
 independence. Intellectuals were at the forefront of such cultural revivals
 and it is not surprising that it is intellectuals who have been at the fore
 in demanding the full independence of Montenegro. In June 1999, more
 than half the professors at Montenegro university published a petition for
 independence.40 In Tito's state, intellectuals often promoted cultural actions
 at a republican rather than the federal level and in Croatia in 1971 and
 Serbia fifteen years later were instrumental in fanning the flames of inter
 republican rivalry. Some of them are attempting to play a similar role in

 Montenegro but the scope of their influence is much weaker owing to the
 absence of a separate language with a distinctive body of literature that can
 be disseminated through the media or in the education system.41

 In Southeast Europe during the nineteenth century and, as recently
 as the 1960s in Macedonia, the creation of an autocephalous church has
 been a key goal of territorially based nationalisms. In 1991 the Montenegrin
 Orthodox Church, suppressed since 1920, was revived. Its main defender is
 the Liberal Party. But the Serbian Orthodox Church remains the established
 church and the government appears to be in no hurry to come down on one
 side or the other in this noisy inter-confessional wrangle.42

 There is a serious question mark over the economic viability of a
 Montenegrin state, though it has to be admitted that economic viability
 has rarely stood in the way of other breakaway nationalisms. But in Mon
 tenegro the economic arguments against independence appear to be quite
 strong. Despite a ravishingly beautiful coastline that used to provide a valu
 able source of foreign exchange in the summer months and the existence
 of bauxite deposits, Montenegro has no other obvious economic assets and
 some daunting handicaps. There is an acute shortage of water. The bar
 ren limestone highlands that cover much of the country only allow pastoral
 subsistence agriculture. During the 1990s the economy has become heav
 ily dependent on smuggling.43 The opportunities provided by the coastline
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 and the proximity of Italy may account for the average monthly salary in
 Montenegro of about $90 dollars being higher than the Serbian one of $35
 dollars (early 2000 estimate).44 Unemployment hovered at around 35 per
 cent in 2000, concern with economic survival often taking precedence in
 everyday society over quarrels about Montenegro's political destiny.

 GEOPOLITICAL HAZARDS

 Montenegro lies in a corner of Europe that has seen four wars in the
 past decade. It is uncertain if a country with an estimated population of 666,
 583 in 1991 could effectively defend itself against neighbors much larger
 than itself. Albania poses little threat due to its internal problems and weak

 military. But in 1994 the head of the Croatian state commission for borders
 declared openly that "Montenegro, as a mountain country, has no right to a
 sea-coast."45 Parts of Montenegro rely on Croatia for their water supply and
 there is no guarantee that the aggressive nationalist regime which ruled in
 Zagreb until 1999 might not stage a future comeback.

 But of course it is Serbia that currently poses the biggest threat to
 Montenegro's going down a separate road. Its population is sixteen times
 larger and Montenegro would be outgunned in a straight fight.46 The

 Milosevic regime played a cat-and-mouse game with Montenegro since
 the breach occurred. With three-quarters of Montenegro's trade being with
 Serbia, Belgrade imposed an economic blockade in 1999, perhaps expect
 ing that Podgorica would swiftly be brought to its knees. But although the
 economic blockade had very harmful results, this did not occur.

 Western aid flowed into the country from 1999 on, but, at its present
 volume, it is incapable of reversing the years of economic decline caused
 both by international and (briefly) Serbian sanctions as well as the obsolete
 nature of much of Montenegrin industry. International financial institutions
 such as the IMF and the World Bank say that they are barred by their con
 stitutions and established practices from advancing funds to nonsovereign

 Montenegro.47 The EU (despite prodding) has been slow to open a per
 manently staffed office in Montenegro. Such an office could coordinate aid
 deliveries at a time when it appears that the small civil service has prob
 lems administering the aid that is coming in. Nor was there much evidence
 of systematic thinking in western capitals about how to delay conflict in
 Montenegro, or how to react in the event of a move by forces under
 Milosevic, or even his successor, against the republic's government.48

 Western uncertainty about how to repulse any bid to end Montenegro's
 separate status by force was conveyed in the comment made by Chris Patten,
 the EU Commissioner for External Relations, on 7 July 2000: "Working
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 closely with the US, the other major donor in Montenegro, we have, / hope
 demonstrated the lessons of recent years, by working to prevent a potential
 crisis."49 It should not be surprising that, following the removal of Milosevic
 from the Yugoslav scene and a break-up of his power apparatus, pressure
 soon began to be exerted on Montenegro by the West to retreat from
 proindependence positions in order for a more accommodating Belgrade
 government to be allowed to strengthen its position. Following the Versailles
 treaties breaking up the dynastic empires of Eastern Europe and up until
 the end of Soviet communism in 1989-91, Europe witnessed the creation of
 only one new state able to survive in the long-term: the Republic of Ireland.
 Other national movements attempting to break away from larger political
 entities, sometimes enjoying considerable popular support, failed to do so.
 Basque and Catalan nationalism, enjoying some of the key nation-building
 attributes Montenegro lacked, lost their autonomy when General Franco's
 Nationalists triumphed in the 1936-39 Spanish Civil War. Movements fu
 elled by economic nationalism, such as the Northern League in Italy, have
 been unable to weaken the hold of a state with an impressive record of policy
 failures. Memories of past independence have not been sufficient to give the
 Scots and Corsican independence movements elective majorities.

 Yugoslavia broke up after 1991 arguably because of an attempt by ruling
 forces in Serbia to rearrange the internal boundaries of the state so as to allow

 many Serbs in different regions to gather together in one state.50 Montenegro
 was initially on the side of Serbia, but during the years of bitter conflict that
 followed it sought to remain on the sidelines.

 It was no small achievement that Montenegro managed not to add to
 the toll of bloodshed in Yugoslavia from the mid-1990s onward. Conflict
 avoidance was pursued in what appeared to be unpromising conditions, but
 with remarkable success. The desire to avoid a collision between opposition
 and government forces in Montenegro and between Montenegro and Serbia
 was palpable during the crisis of July-September 2000. There was a low
 incidence of political violence, which ran counter to Montenegro's long term
 image as a place where differences were usually pushed to the point of
 outright division. Perhaps if the peace holds, it will result in the collective
 image pf the smallest South Slav republic being progressively revised. Even
 the clan system, still functioning in the north, may have proven to be a
 stabilizing factor because of the discipline it evoked. During a visit I paid to

 Montenegro in July 2000, the social calm in different parts of the territory
 was noteworthy and it contrasted with the images of imminent conflict being
 struck in the world's media.51

 So in a land with deep political cleavages, civil war was avoided. Cur
 rently ultra-stable democracies like Finland and Ireland failed to avoid
 falling into the same vortex when the national movement split at the dawn of
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 independence in 1919 and 1922, respectively. In no small way, the predatory
 nature of the Milosevic regime provided the social glue enabling an uneasy
 peace to hold. But the departure of the Serbian leader has removed much
 of that common ground; in Macedonia, the decline of the external threat
 posed by Serbia actually led to violent confrontation between radicalized
 Macedonians and Albanians in 2001, something few had predicted.

 NEW TESTS FOR MONTENEGRO

 Montenegro stood aside from the events leading to the collapse of the
 Milosevic regime. The government decided to boycott the Yugoslav fed
 eral elections, which resulted in an overwhelming defeat for Milosevic. Thus

 Montenegro was no longer represented in the federal institutions, a fact that
 makes the federation even more nominal. The breach widened when, on
 8 October 2001, the new Yugoslav President, Vojislav Kostunica, made a
 pact with the SNP to give him a majority in the federal parliament. Two
 days earlier, British Foreign Secretary Robin Cook had struck a hopeful
 note when he said that "if the new government in Belgrade doesn't infringe
 Montenegro's autonomy, I am sure both parts of the federation can reach
 an accommodation."52 But no accommodation was in prospect between
 Belgrade and Podgorica. President Kostunica proposed a joint state of Serbia
 and Montenegro under a federal structure. There would be a number of
 exclusive federal competencies (foreign and defense policy, monetary and
 customs systems, transport) and a number of shared ones (basic rights and
 freedoms, taxation, banking, trade law, and pensions).53 But it would be
 dominated by Serbia which itself would remain a single entity (despite the
 demands from Voivodina, Sandzak, and other regions for sweeping auton
 omy).

 On 31 October Djukanovic publicly demonstrated that in the post
 Milosevic era, he was committed to a loose union of Montenegro and Serbia
 only as two internationally recognised and independent states, which he later
 described as the Union of Montenegro and Serbia.54 This confederal solution
 had few supporters in Belgrade and Zorin Djindjic, the new Prime Minister
 of Serbia (who had been an ally of Djukanovic during the final years of the

 Milosevic regime), failed to endorse it.
 The Democratic Opposition of Serbia, the fractious alliance running

 Serbia since October 2000, was not keen to accede to Podgorica's maximalist
 demands. To do so could stimulate demands for equivalent treatment from
 Voivodina and other areas that felt they had been shoring up bankrupt
 centralism while getting little in return; moreover, there was the danger that
 the loss of Montenegro could contribute to a revival of extreme nationalism
 in Serbia.
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 The West showed growing sympathy for the outlook of Serbia's ruling
 reformists, on whose victory it had staked much and whose continuation in
 office was seen as vital for preventing further crises in Kosovo and Bosnia. On
 13 October, President Clinton's Balkan envoy, James O'Brien, said bluntly
 that "the US does not favour independence for Montenegro,"55 Later, on
 2 February 2001, Colin Powell, U.S. Secretary of State under the new
 administration of President George W. Bush, refused to see Djukanovic
 when he was in Washington.56

 But it would be the EU's reaction that would be the most critical. The

 demise of Tudjman and Milosevic coincided with the European Union ac
 quiring far greater visibility in the Balkans. The United States has
 downgraded its role in the region, especially since the change of administra
 tion in Washington at the end of 2000. This means that the EU has assumed

 much greater responsibility for crisis management: the EU's Commissioner
 for External Relations admitted that the Balkans would be a critical test

 for the Common Foreign and Security Policy that was gradually taking
 shape.

 The bulk of aid to Montenegro had come from Brussels and it was
 the EU that the Montenegrin government was aspiring to join. Thus it

 was bitterly disappointing when, on 22 January 2001, EU foreign minis
 ters issued a statement in Brussels saying that Montenegro must see its
 future in a federation with Serbia and not take any action unilaterally.57

 Whereas Djukanovic claimed that Montenegro could be a reliable ally to
 all,58 the EU was more likely to listen to the UN Secretary General's High
 Representative in Bosnia, Wolfgang Petritsch, who said, also on 22 January,
 that the day is past for solving a problem in the Former Yugoslavia through
 partition. Petritsch warned that Montenegrin independence would have an
 adverse affect on Kosovo, Macedonia, and Bosnia.59

 The EU is afraid that independence for Montenegro might encour
 age separatist or irredentionist moves in adjacent or nearby territories, thus
 complicating immensely the international peace-keeping role in the Western
 Balkans. A less pressing, but no less important concern is not to encourage
 the rapid growth in the number of small states in the region just at the time

 when the EU is seeking to dilute the primacy of "the sovereign nation-state"
 among its own sixteen members.60

 Djukanovic called early parliamentary elections in Montenegro on
 22 April 2001 in the hope that they would give him a clear mandate for
 the path to independence. But, in the event, his Victory for Montenegro
 coalition, dominated by the DPS, got only two percent more votes than "To
 gether for Yugoslavia," the alliance of his unionist opponents. Djukanovic
 was able to form a majority government only with the help of the even more
 proindependence Liberal Alliance, along with Albanian deputies.
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 The EU is only likely to recognize independence providing there is a
 convincing majority behind it and, currently, there is no sign of that being
 the case. There is no guarantee, in an independent Montenegro that fails to
 fulfil the expectations of its citizens, that power might not gravitate back to
 the current opposition. Instead of proclaiming a union with Belgrade, the
 SNP might instead wish to proclaim a union with Russia in the expectation
 that a government in Moscow, acknowledging the geopolitical heritage of
 tsarist times, might indeed be glad of the belated chance of establishing a
 warm water port on the Mediterranean. Nor is there any guarantee that
 Djukanovic might not wish to rule in the style of Milosevic in his own small
 mountain kingdom, flouting democratic rules if they threaten his hold on
 power.

 What is to stop Montenegro proving the law of unintended conse
 quences, when one political action results in a very different and far less
 welcoming outcome than its promoters expected? Advisers of external pow
 ers with some knowledge of Balkan history will know that the power of the
 law of unintended consequences has frequently been demonstrated in the

 Balkans, with results that frustrated European leaders from Empress Maria
 Theresa to Lloyd George, Hitler, and Khruschev.

 Perhaps Belgrade would be more relaxed about Montenegrin
 independence than the West because it will mean the departure of an awk

 ward partner ready to be a constant drain on its resources. Its reaction to
 similar moves in fertile and relatively prosperous Voivodina could well be
 a much stronger one. On 27 October 2001, a meeting between Djukanovic
 and Kostunica and Djindjic failed to resolve outstanding differences about
 whether Montenegro should be in a confederal state or whether the feder
 ation should continue in its present form. Both the Serbian figures charac
 terized it as an issue dividing opinion within Montenegro, not one having
 serious reverberations inside Serbia itself.61

 Beginning in November 2001, the EU brokered continuing talks be
 tween Belgrade and Podgorica. Javier Solana, the EU's foreign affairs
 commissioner, made it clear that independence was not on the EU's agenda:
 already grappling with an EU likely to be nearly doubled in membership
 by 2010, the appetite in Brussels for having more "microstates in the acces
 sion pipeline" was virtually non-existent.62 Nevertheless, Djukanovic fought
 a tough rearguard action, determined to preserve Montenegro's economic
 sovereignty. On 14 March 2002, a framework agreement was signed, provid
 ing for a "Union of States," to be known as "Serbia and Montenegro." The

 word Yugoslavia seemed ready to join other names like Czechoslovakia and
 the Soviet Union "in the dustbin of history."63

 Under the accord, the two republics were to "maintain separate
 economies, but share foreign and defence policies, and elect a joint
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 presidency and legislature (in which Montenegro would be guaranteed equal
 representation to Serbia)."64 Montenegro was also given the option of hold
 ing a referendum on independence after three years.

 Djukanovic's position was weakened by two subsequent developments.
 The Liberal Party withdrew from the coalition in protest at the agreement
 and, later, bizarrely linked up with their unionist rivals in a spoiling action
 designed to topple the Montenegrin president. He faced reelection at the
 end of 2002, but fresh parliamentary elections were also announced in the
 summer when his ruling alliance lost its governing majority.

 A second blow to the proponents of independence was a decision taken
 in the European Commission to try and rewrite the terms of the March 2002
 agreement so as to reduce the amount of economic separation between
 the two union partners. Djukanovic complained on 20 August 2002 that "a
 destabilising antireform coalition supported by certain bureaucracies of the
 EU... has tried to... force Montenegro into a tighter Serbian orbit."65 This
 viewpoint enjoyed some international endorsement. The International Crisis
 Group, a think tank concentrating on strategies to reconstruct the western
 Balkans on a viable long-term basis and with influential global political actors
 among its board members, is probably the best-placed critic of such a forced
 marriage. It has accused the EU of trying to alter the balance of forces
 in Montenegro in order to breathe life into a union (dubbed by its critics
 "Solania" after the EU's foreign affairs commissioner) that it sees as unviable
 and a source of further instability. Nevertheless, a constitutional charter for
 the new federated state was announced on 8 December 2002.66

 Clearly, the decline of an external threat reduced the coherence of the
 proindependence lobby and Djukanovic has lost his usefulness for the EU
 following the removal from power of Milosevic. Parliamentary elections
 held on 20 October 2002 nevertheless gave Djukanovic's DPS-led coalition
 an outright majority, despite the Liberals running separately. The turnout
 was a high 77.2 percent and the campaign was generally peaceful, despite
 the high stakes. The proindependence camp proved stronger than in the 2001
 parliamentary elections but it was still an inconclusive verdict regarding what
 the political future of Montenegro should be.

 Soon after, Djukanovic decided to switch jobs. The Prime Minister was
 selected as the presidential candidate of the DPS and Djukanovic stepped
 into his post which, under the constitution, is where the fulcrum of power
 really ought to be. But the presidential election of 22 December 2002 was
 declared invalid because less than 50 percent of the electorate turned out
 to vote. The SNP and the Liberals had called on their supporters to boy
 cott the vote. More seriously perhaps, the credibility of the government
 had been badly shaken when the deputy state prosecutor was arrested on
 30 November on a charge of human trafficking.67 This was soon followed
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 by a government reshuffle in which the head of the secret services replaced
 as interior minister the DSS politician responsible for uncovering the hu
 man trafficking scandal.68 Djukanovic's reformist credentials have received
 a sharp blow just as the EU is pressing ahead in the US courts with a law
 case which it is predicted will expose the involvement of top Montenegrin
 officials in cigarette smuggling during the Yugoslav conflict. He appears to
 be digging in for a long siege until political conditions enable him to revive
 the independence option. Cracks are appearing in his own party and proin
 dependence intellectuals are starting to distance themselves from the figure
 who has come to encapsulate Montenegro's independence drive.

 Currently, just as in the time of King Nikola, Montenegro's state
 building agenda collides with the intentions of the great powers for the
 region Montenegro belongs to. Both the United States and the EU, like
 their predecessors at Versailles in 1919, wish to discourage fragmentation
 of power in the Balkans. If political developments in Belgrade once again
 turn sour for the West, a more sympathetic attitude to outright Montenegrin
 independence is likely to occur. But in the absence of a predatory Serbia
 it is unclear whether there will be enough common ground in Montenegro
 itself to bring independence to fruition. The motives drawing some unlikely
 bedfellows to the independence cause were always mixed and as the seamy
 side of politics starts to be exposed, their motives for staying together appear
 increasingly threadbare.
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